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Monthly Updates of Canadian Perfins Handbook 
Jim Graham - Editor, The BNA Perforator 

Dear Colleague in Perfin Collecting: As you are 
aware the new Canadian Stamps with Perforated 
Initials - Fifth Edition is available for viewing and 
downloading, free of charge, at www.bnaps.org/
pubs.htm#Book.  

The information for each perfin pattern includes:  
 user name  
 early and latest date used and issue range of use  
 other countries where the pattern is known  
 now a check list of all known issues.  

This information is regularly revised as new 
material is reported. 
The BNAPS Perfin Study Group is extending the 

following offer to all members of The Perfins Club 
with an email address. Simply provide your email 
address to Jim Graham at jdgraham2@gmail.com  
and you will receive monthly updates to the online 
catalogue as well as new issues of The Perforator 
which is currently published 3 times a year.   

Bulletin receives Vermeil Medals 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

You may recall the three 2012 American Philatelic 
Society (APS) World Series of Philately shows that 
include a philatelic literature exhibition were NAPEX 
2012 in June, APS STAMPSHOW 2012 in August, 
and CHICAGOPEX 2012 in November.   

These exhibits are one of the few opportunities 
we have to present the Bulletin to the public and the 
only opportunity we have for expert APS accredited 
philatelic judges to critique it.  In addition,  our 
participation increases the awareness of The Perfins 
Club as the Bulletin entry is listed in each show’s 
publicity and is available to all of the attendees to 
read and review.   

We are pleased to report that we recently learned 
that The Perfins Bulletin (calendar year 2011) 
received a Vermeil Medal at both the APS 
STAMPSHOW 2012 and CHICAGOPEX 2012.  
Thus, the Bulletin received a Vermeil at all three of  
this year’s APS shows. (See the July/August 2012 

Bulletin [66:99] for the report on NAPEX 2012.) 
The judge at each of these shows complimented 

us on the balance of content between reports of new 
finds and interpretations and society news. They 
also appreciated the diverse article authorship and 
strong international scope in subject matters.   

Suggested improvements that were not a repeat 
from last year include stating the author for each 
article (even if it is the Editor) and a formal Table of 
Contents (TOC).   Over the past few issues, we have 
attempted to comply with the first suggestion.  A 
formal TOC was also suggested at NAPEX 2012.  
Based on the feedback that I received several of you, 
the addition of a TOC is not believed necessary.  
Thus, we do not anticipate adding one any time soon. 

Thanks to each of you for sending me your 
articles or ideas for articles, feedback, and ongoing 
support.  These awards are the result of everyone’s 
combined efforts and we should all feel rewarded.      



The Perfins Club membership is open to all persons interested in the collection and study of Perforated Initials and Insignia 
in postage stamps.  Yearly dues are $15 for U.S., $18 for Canada and $25 for other Non-U.S.  Since the club is on a July 1 
to June 30 dues year, appropriate dues adjustments are made the first year based on the actual date of membership.  Annual 
dues include a subscription to The Perfins Bulletin, mailed bulk rate printed matter.  Mailing by 1st Class for an additional 
postage charge.  Applications are available at www.perfins.org or from the Secretary listed above. 

 

Visit The Perfins Club web site at http://www.perfins.org -- Mike Hynes, Webmaster (mike@precancels.com) 
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whose contact 

information is found 
elsewhere on this page.  
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Here is a fun little puzzle to show you not 
everything is at it seems. Figure 1 shows an 
apparently unlisted pattern in the 
Catalog of United States Perfins 
(U.S. Perfins Catalog).  

The closest perfin is E-rated 
pattern J62 (JHD) shown in Figure 
2.  The Catalog lists the verified 

user of J62 as the “James H. Dunham & Company,  
New York, NY.”  Their street address was 340 
Broadway and they were one of the oldest (founded 
in 1840(1)) and largest dry goods companies in New 
York City at the turn of the 20th century.  In fact, 
they went public with a stock offering in 1901 of 
$1,250,000.(2) 

It is not hard to believe that a company of this 
size would have substantial correspondence and even 
more mail from accounts payable and receivable 

transactions.  How then does an overworked and 
always rushed mail room cope?  One answer is to 
speed up the perfinning process so the stamps could 
be used securely in the regular course of business 
without having to deal with the delays in 
manufacturing that punching the stamps could cause. 

Answer: Fold over the stamps along the 
perforations in the sheet of stamps and punch 2 or 3 
layers at one time.  This would speed up the process 
exponentially and explain the many mirrored images 
found on this relatively common, E-rated pattern.  But 
how does that explain the pattern in Figure 1?  Easy - 
the fold-over happened not on the sheet’s perforations, 

but just slightly off (Figure 3) 
creating the partial “mirror 
image” shown in Figure 1. 

Now you see it now you don’t! 
 

References: 
1. www.Wikipedia.com 
2. The New York Times, June 14, 1901.  

Now you see it, now you don’t! 
Larry Cohen (LM#3774) 

Figure 1 
Is this a new U.S. Perfin Pattern? 

(Actual size.) 

Figure 2 
U.S. Pattern J62 

(Actual size.) 

Figure 3 
Fold-over misses the sheet’s 

perforations creating the partial 
mirror image of J62. 

(Double punched holes 
highlighted in pink.) 

(Image 125% of actual size.) 

New England Perfin Meeting 
Bob Szymanski (LM#145) 

The New England Precancel and Perfins Clubs 
will be holding a joint meeting and swap on Saturday 
January 19, 2013, between 9AM and 3PM at the 
Milford Town Library. The library is located in 
downtown Milford, MA, off Rte. 16 on Spruce 
Street. It is easily reachable from I-495 Exit 19 Rte. 
109 or Exit 20 Rte. 85. The meeting room is on the 
lower level and can be reached through the main 
entrance by either stairs or elevator. There is also a 
loading door from the outside employee parking lot 
directly to the room. 

For detailed directions if you do not have 
MapQuest or a GPS, please call or email Bob 
Szymanski. His contact information is found on page 
2 of this Bulletin under "Immediate Past President."  
Plenty of perfins will be there and, as always, the 
more the merrier! If you want any information on 
future private auctions, Bob will have the next five 
printed auctions available for inspection.  If you 
want to view any country's perfins, please let Bob 
know and he will bring them for viewing.  

! ! Put CHATTNOOGA on your calendar !!  
2013 Convention - August 20-24, 2013 

Chattanooga Choo Choo Hotel 
“Precancel Stamp Society” rate $89 per night - higher for room in Pullman car. 

Look for more details in future Bulletins 
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Newer Members Q & A 
How is the Value of U.S. Perfins Determined? - Part 2 

The information presented below is a follow-up 
to the article found on page 3 of the January/
February 2009 Perfins Bulletin [63:3], a copy of 
which can be found at The Perfins Club website, 
www.perfins.org, under the tab:  Perfins Club 
Info/New Members Q & As. 

 As new members continue their journey down 
the perfins collecting road, the primary objective is 
probably to collect one of each of the 6,400+ perfin 
patterns found in the Catalog of United States 
Perfins.  At some juncture in that journey, many 
collectors find themselves attracted to a specific 
issue(s) of stamp for almost as many different 
reasons as there are stamp issues.  In that detour 
from the original collecting objective, the primary 
focus shifts from the perfin pattern, regardless of 
the stamps on which it is found, to the stamp issue 
that happens to be perfinned. 

The above-referenced transition becomes 
significant when one attempts to assess the value of  
accumulations to be purchased. The classic perfins 
collector mounts stamps face down to better define, 
or highlight, the perfin pattern.  To be willing to pay 
“full price” when purchasing stamps for a classic 
collection, such a collector usually requires that the 
pattern be well centered, with no missing holes. 

The issue collector, on the other hand, usually 
mounts stamps face up so that the issue can be easily 
recognized among the other attractive/interesting 
stamps in the collection.  It would appear that issue 

collectors are less concerned about the “wholeness” 
of the pattern, as long as there is enough of the 
punch present to clearly determine which specific 
pattern it is, to discern that it is different from the 
other patterns collected for that issue.   

Such an observation seems to hold true whether 
it is a single Scott number that is being collected, or 
a particular issue with six or more denominations, 
hence more Scott numbers. Issue accumulations are 
frequently found for sale in lots of 100 to 1000 
stamps, which introduces the modified question; 
“How is the value of mixtures and/or issue 
accumulations determined?” 

For the novice perfins collector, buying mixtures 
and/or accumulations can be a challenging 
experience.  It is of primary importance to establish 
that the seller is an experienced and knowledgeable 
collector/dealer of perfins.  In the case of mixtures 
of 100+ perfins, it is usually helpful to learn where 
the stamps came from: the “breakdown” of a single 
collection or a collector’s duplicates from several 
collections.  What different pattern ratings are likely 
to be included and how much duplication of 
punches?  Finally, and most importantly, what is the 
seller’s rationale for pricing the lot? 

The more information one can gather about 
what is likely to be in the accumulation under 
consideration for purchase, the easier it is to 
estimate the value.  If there is little or no 
information about the contents, one must assume a 

Another Cuban Perfin Proved – O&C 
 Robert Littrell (#3992) 

I recently wrote an article for the May/June 2012  
Perfins Bulletin:  “Perfin Update – Which Perfins 
Remain Unidentified?” [66:64-65].  I have since 
made an acquisition which positively identifies 
another Cuban perfin.  It had been postulated that the 

perfin owner of the O&C perfin was Odriozola y 

Cía,  a hardware importing company operating in 
Cienfuegos, but a cover has not been produced.   

The discovery of the 2 centavos Cuban Timbre 
Nacional revenue stamp, shown front and reverse,  
with the imprint of a circular double line seal of 
Odriozola y Cía and a date stamp of July 5, 1923, is 
seen.  Based on the few postage stamps in existence, 
all of the 1917 issue, it was not previously known 
that the company’s use of stamps extended as long as 
1923, nor was it previously known that the company 
used Timbre Nacional revenue stamps.   So with 
three attributes of this perfin learned from one stamp, 
I was feeling pretty lucky. 

Imprint on front 
of stamp verifies 

the user of 
Cuban perfin 

O&C was 
Odriozola y Cia. 
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minimal expectation: most of the patterns therein 
are likely to be “F” rated with considerable 
duplication including many damaged stamps with 
less than complete punches.  If one can figure out 
what to do with that kind of philatelic material (and 
that is questionable) the value, on average is likely 
to be no more than four cents a stamp. 

If you have decided to pursue issue collecting, 
the above premise of “the more information you 
can gather about what is likely to be in the 
accumulation to be purchased, the better you can 
assess the value” still holds true. Issue 
accumulations are usually offered different from 
general perfins mixtures.  However, their source is 
equally important.  Was it picked from one 
collection or several collections?  What is the level 
of duplication?  What is the range of pattern 
ratings? In addition, what is the seller’s rationale 
for pricing the lot?  One must remember that with 
issue collecting, the primary collecting focus shifts 
from the perfin pattern to the stamp issue.  

Again, generally speaking, issue collectors are 
less fussy about having a complete perfin pattern, 

but rather enough of the punch to clearly identify a 
particular pattern.  As mentioned earlier, the focus 
here is that you are “collecting a stamp issue that 
happens to be perfinned.” Because the perfin 
patterns in issue collections are often less than 
pristine, accumulations can frequently be purchased 
at a discount from the full catalog value of the 
inventoried stamps.   

Remembering from earlier discussions in this 
column that “there are no established rules for stamp 
collecting,” most experienced collectors have found 
it advantageous to construct their own guidelines.  
Learning about guidelines that have been developed 
by others who have gone before you, may well make 
your collecting journey more fruitful. 

If members have questions about the information 
presented above, please mail them to Jerry Hejduk, 
PO Box 490450, Leesburg FL 34749-0450 or email 
them to flprepers@comcast.net or to the Bulletin 
Editor at his address listed on page 2. Similarly, 
considered opinions that differ from the viewpoints 
presented in this column are always welcome at the 
same addresses. 

Newer Member Q & A (cont.) 

Feedback on Jack Brandt’s “Mysteries” 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

One of the most satisfying aspects of being a 
member of The Perfins Club and particularly 
Bulletin Editor, is participating in the sharing of 
knowledge about our intriguing hobby.  Harvey 
Tilles’s (LM#7) fascinating article on pages 6 and 7 
is a prime example.  However, there is more! 

About a week after I received Harvey’s initial 
email on this subject, Brian Freeman (#3008) sent 
me the following comments about Jack Brandt’s 
“Some Mysteries to Ponder” article [66:136]: 

 “The three hole triangle found on Hawaiian 
stamps is a ‘patent defacing cancellation.’ Per 
the introduction in the Scott Specialized 
Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers, 
‘Patent cancellations generally fall into three 
groups,’ one of which has ‘small pins or punches 
which pierce the paper or depress it sufficiently 
to break the fiber.’  The cancellation is somewhat 
similar to the Sloper’s arrow pattern that was 
used to cancel Great Britain postal cards during 
the 1870’s, but differs in that the pins put into the 
Hawaiian stamps were not necessarily intended 
to go all the way through (which would puncture 

the envelope and contents). 
“The Canadian stamp probably received the 

extra perforation holes due to the printer having 
the stamps manually perforated with a rotary 
perforator. The person applying the perforations 
probably noticed the misalignment, and stopped 
feeding the sheet into the perforator before the 
entire length of the stamp had been perforated. 
This sort of thing is mentioned in Early American 
Perforating Machines and Perforations 1857-
1867, by Winthrop S. Boggs.”  
In a subsequent email, Brian adds that the Scott 

Catalogue does not indicate anything about the 
location or locations where the patent defacing 
cancellations were used.  Thus, you will not see any 
mention of them existing on Hawaiian stamps.  
Brian has one of the Hawaiian Patent Cancels, 
similar to the one shown in Jack’s article, in his 
collection, but it is a different denomination.   

Many thanks go to both Harvey and Brian for 
sending me this information about these very  
fascinating items. I am sure your fellow Club members 
enjoyed learning about them as much as I did. 
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Patent Cancels of Hawaiian Islands  

Harvey Tilles (LM#7) 

In answer to Jack Brandt’s (LM#14) query about  
the punches in the Hawaiian stamp Scott #35 shown 
on page 136 of the November/December 2012 
Bulletin [66:136], this is a patent cancel. 

Patent cancels were used in the Hawaiian Islands 
as early as the 1850’s.  Many of the patent cancels 
were patented at the patent office in Washington D.C. 
but others were designed and manufactured by the 
local postmasters.   The cancels may punch a hole, 
scarification (scratches or small cuts), and/or cut. 

The “pumpkin face” was ordered by Hawaiian 
Postmaster General Brickwood in 1876 to prevent 
the reuse of postage stamps.  The patent consists of a 
target of three hollow center pins placed in the center 
of three concentric circles.  The outer ring was 
divided into 4 segments.  The cancel punched pieces 
out of the stamps and envelopes.   

After a year (1877) the cancel was replaced with 
an altered cancel. Apparently the pins 
were “canceling” the enclosed letter of 
contents .  The al terat ion was 
accomplished by shortening the pins 
which gave the appearance of a 
“pumpkin face” as shown in Figure 1.  
This cancel was used from 1877-1894.  
The cancel shown by Jack Brandt is a  
clear example of the altered one. 

A second example of the 
“pumpkin face” is shown in 
Figure 2.  This one is on a Scott 
#34 and was part of an auction lot 

offered some 
time ago in one 

of the Harmer auctions.  Without having the actual 
stamp, it is difficult to determine if this is before or 
after the 1877 alteration. 

A different patent cancel scarified the stamp by 
producing a series of regular dashes, thus making a 
punch cancel which penetrated the stamp. (Figure 3.)  
This cancel was used until about 1870.  
Another scarifying cancel resembles a “bull’s-eye” 
with a center pin that punched a tiny hole into the 
stamp.  (Figure 4.)  It, too, was used until about 
1870, and was also used in the United States. 

Finally, examples on cover of these three 
different patent cancels used in the Hawaiian Islands 
are shown in Figure 5 on page 7.  This is a scan of 
part of one page from my prize winning exhibit “To 
Prevent Postal Fraud and Deceit.”    

In summary, be on the lookout for such patent 
cancels in the various auctions, dealer’s stock, etc.  
They are very interesting and will add significant 
interest to your perfins collection.   

 

Reference:  
Meyer & Harris, Hawaii:  Its Stamps and Postal 
History, Philatelic Foundation, New York, NY. 

Figure 1 
Altered Pumpkin 

Face Cancel 

Figure 2 
Before or after 

alteration? 

Figure 3 
Dashes scarify the 

stamp. 

Figure 4 
Center pin punches a 

hole in the stamp.  

Private Auctions Update 
Bob Szymanski (LM#145) 

Never before have such wonderful perfin 
collections become available in such a short span of 
time.  I will run five monthly auctions from January 
through May, 2013, that will contain parts of the 
worldwide perfins collections of Bob Schwerdt 
(#505-L), Dave Begin (#3659), Steve Koning 
(#2662) and Mike Falls (LM#131). 

Every Club member is invited to request an 
auction listing by calling, writing or emailing Bob 

Szymanski whose contact information is on the 
inside cover of this Bulletin (page 2) under 
"Immediate Past President."   

To date, donations to from these auctions has 
accounted for over $40,000 in contributions to The 
Perfins Club! So help your collection, help our 
members and their estates, while at the same time 
you will be helping our Club.  
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Hawaiian Patent Cancels (cont.) 

1864:  Bull’s-eye cancel 
with a single punch. 

1879:  Three hole 
“pumpkin face” cancel.   

1866:  Multiple cutting 
head canceller.    

Figure 5 
Excerpt from a page showing Hawaiian Patent Cancels  

from exhibit “To Prevent Postal Fraud and Deceit.” 

What about this Railroad Cover? 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

Pictured at the right is a cover that recently sold 
on eBay which should be of special interest to all 
railroad perfin collectors.  You will notice that the 
Santa Fe “freight received notification” post card is 
franked with a 1-cent Washington/Franklin coil that 
is perfinned with F-rated pattern S121 (SFE).  The 
postmark is a 1924 Mayer, AZ, duplex handstamp.   

By now, you may be thinking that would be great 
addition to my collection.  Perfinned coils are rather 
rare, particularly on cover.  So, maybe the value is 
around $30.00.  Here is where it gets interesting.  
After a total of 10 bids by two bidders, the final 
selling price was $141.51 plus $1.00 shipping! 

My guess is that the buyer needed this item to fill 
a “hole” in an exhibit focusing on coils.  What do 

you think?  Send your ideas to me (page 2) and we 
will share them in a future Bulletin 

Santa Fe post card franked with 1-cent Washington/
Franklin coil stamp perfinned with F-rated pattern S121. 

(eBay #230885722028.) 
(Reduced from actual size.) 
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New Puerto Rico Perfin Users 
Bob Szymanski (LM#145)  

Whenever a perfin cover passes into my hands, I 
look at so many different things that I hardly know 
where to begin explaining how my mind works. 
Maybe someday the Bulletin Editor will ask me to go 
into more detail, but for now here are a couple of 
covers that deserve some attention. 

Pictured are two perfins covers from different 
companies, both clearly used in Puerto Rico - a 
territorial location not listed for either pattern in The 
World Perfins Catalog - American Section.  

The first (Figure 1), postmarked February 16, 
1942, is an early WWII airmail cover from DuPont 
to their Wilmington, DE, company location. Part of 
the return address has been blacked out but can still 
be read to be "WILMINGTON, DEL., U.S.A.” The 
perfin is a pattern D130 (DU/PONT). Without 
contents, one can only conjecture that this was either 

a printed, pre-stamped business reply envelope or an 
employee sending correspondence back to DuPont. 

The second cover (Figure 2 on page 9) is 
postmarked July 8, 1946. The 2-cent Prexy is 
perfinned and is used in conjunction with a 6-cent 
embossed cover making up the 8-cent airmail rate.  
The perfin is pattern E63 (ELAC), whose user is 
listed as “The Employers Liability Assurance 
Corporation, Ltd., of London, Boston, MA,” in the 
Catalog of United States Perfins.  

 The cover was mailed by the “American 
Employers’ Insurance Company, San Juan, Puerto 
Rico.”  The logo in the corner card indicates there is 
some connection between this company and “The 
Employers’ Group.”   

An Internet search for American Employers' 
Insurance Company shows a listing in Boston, MA,(1) 

Figure 1 
E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc. Wilmington, DE, cover with February 16, 1942, San Juan, PR, postmark. 

Cover franked with 20-cent Air Mail stamp (Scott #C29) perfinned with F-rate pattern D130.  
This pattern is not listed in The World Perfins Catalog - American Section for Puerto Rico.   

(Actual size.) 
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the same city as the verified user of perfin E63. A 
listing was also found for the Employers' Group in 
Boston, which is another insurance company.(2)  I 
cannot find a direct connection between these 
various insurance companies.  

As indicated on the corner card, “Victor 
Braegger, Inc.” apparently represented the American 
Employers’ Insurance Company in San Juan. One 
reference shows Mr. Victor Braegger, President of 
Victor Braegger, Inc., an insurance company in San 
Juan,(3) which confirms the cover’s information.  
However, to further confuse the issue, Victor 
Braegger is a populated place in the Guaynabo 
municipality near San Juan.(4) In our searching we 
could not determine if the company was located in 
this municipality, but it seems possible.  Although 
there are many questions, the cover could well be a 
legitimate use. 

[Editor’s Note:  A cropped version of the 
American Employers’ Insurance Company cover 
was shown on page 197 of the October 2007 Bulletin 

[61:197].  However, with the additional information 
that is now available on the Internet, we thought this 
update was interesting and appropriate.]  

Images of these covers and the information 
discussed above have been forwarded to the Foreign 
Catalog Chairman for possible inclusion in the 
update and revision of The World Perfins Catalog - 
American Section which has been in the works for 
several years now. 

 

References: 
1. http://www.alacrastore.com/company-snapshot/

American_Employers_Insurance_Company-
2534573 

2. http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid= 
1928&dat=19450825&id=S50gAAAAIBAJ&sj
id=OmgFAAAAIBAJ&pg=5840,3483571 

3. http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?
q=cache:7tozIy6oiY4J:app.estado.gobierno.pr/
ReglamentosOnLine/ Reglamentos/319ING.pdf 
+%22victor+braegger,+inc%22&cd=10&hl= 
en&ct=clnk&gl=us 

4. http://puertorico.hometownlocator.com/pr/
guaynabo/victor-braegger.cfm    

New Puerto Rico Perfin Users (cont.) 

Figure 2 
American Employers’ Insurance Company, San Juan, PR, cover.   

The 2-cent Prexy stamp (Scott #806) that is used as part of the postage is perfinned with E-rate pattern E63.  
This pattern is not listed in The World Perfins Catalog - American Section for Puerto Rico.   

(75% of actual size.) 

Thanks for the Donation! 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

I recently received a donation of slightly more 
than $38.00 of unused U.S. postage from Bruce 
Nesbitt (#3699) to help offset some of the Bulletin 
mailing expenses. Bruce indicated that he discovered 
these stamps after he and his wife returned to Ottawa 

from her posting to the Canadian Embassy in 
Washington D.C.  As the cost of stamps is one of our 
major expenses, we will certainly put these to good 
use.  Thank you for your thoughtfulness. 
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U.S. Pattern N36.5I - User Verified 
Steve Endicott (LM#2284) 

I had a splendid time at the August 2012 Precancel 
& Perfins convention in Albuquerque, NM.  At the 
convention, I was fortunate to stumble across the strip 
shown in Figure 1 below.  This strip has the first letter 
“B” from the N36.5I perfin belonging to the “National 
Bank of the Republic. Chicago, IL.”  As shown in 
Figure 2, this is a carpet pattern with one letter 
cleverly punched into each of ten adjoining stamps.   

When I checked the current Catalog of United 
States Perfins (U.S. Perfins Catalog) and The 
Addendum, I was astonished to learn that the user of 
this perfin has never been formally verified.  The 
strip shown in Figure 1 combined with the prior 
confirmation of the ten-stamp carpet pattern provides 
the desired verification of the user of this pattern. 

I then searched the Bulletin archives and found an 
excellent and thorough article about this pattern on 
pages 14 & 15 of the January 1996 issue [50:14-15].  
This article, written by then U.S. Catalog Chairman, 
John Randall (#1336), documents the linkage of the 
ten letters and provides interesting historical 
information about our knowledge of this pattern.  I 
recommend that members look up and read this 
article.  Quoting a portion of the article: 

“The previous edition of that catalog (1966) 

lists several of the individual letters as 
having verified covers. The 1958 non-
illustrated catalog does not provide 
information on any of the dies.  Thus, most of 
the verifying covers, if indeed they do exist, 
appeared after the 1966 [sic] Catalog was 
published.  If so, where are these covers 
today?  In fact, it is quite possible that all 10 
identifying covers have never been seen. 
Somewhere in the past, someone probably 
saw strips of this pattern that were sufficient 
to prove that the carpet pattern existed.  
Unfortunately, this data was not published. …  

“Somewhere, at least one cover must exist 
with an identifying corner card. …  

“At the 1995 Precancel-Perfin Convention in 
Wilmington, Delaware, I was offered a perfin 
accumulation that was astonishing!  There 
were a number of multiples of the 
NBREPUBLIC pattern, almost enough to 
reconstruct the entire pattern.  The entire 
pattern has been reconstructed from these 
multiples as shown in the accompanying 
illustration. [Figure 3 on page 11.]  The only 
missing link is the ‘LI’ pair, and I have seen 
this pair in another collection.  Thus the proof 
is complete and perfin pattern N36.5 can be 

Figure 1 
The National Bank of The Republic, Chicago, IL, cover strip with first letter “B” from pattern N36.5I. 

Verifies previously assumed user of N36.5I. 
(Center part of strip electronically cropped for space purposes.  Corner card and stamp with perfin are actual size.) 

Figure 2 
Reproduction of pattern N36.5I from the U.S. Perfins Catalog. 

(Actual size.) 
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listed without fear of error.  However, proof 
that it is indeed The National Bank of the 
Republic must be taken on faith from the 
previous catalog. … ” 

Now we have the documentation for the first letter 
“B”, which from the letter-stamp linkage, provides 
verification of the user for the entire pattern. This will 
be noted in A&C#4 of the current Catalog.  Also, the 
user name will be corrected to “The National Bank of 
the Republic” (added leading “The”).  Now I wonder, 

are other covers or strips in existence for the N36.5I 
pattern, especially for other letters?  If you have one, 
please share them with the U.S. Catalog Chairman.  
My contact information is on page 2.   

[Editor’s Note:  For those who would like to read 
the January 1996 article referenced above, go the Club 
website, www.perfins.org, hover over “Publications,” 
click on “Bulletin Back Issues,” select  “1996,” and  
scroll down to page 14 of the January issue.  For those 
who do not have Internet access, please contact the 
Editor (page 2) and I will mail you a copy.]  

Pattern N36.5I - User Verified (cont.) 

Figure 3 
Reconstructed multiples from pattern N36.5I. 

Reprinted from page 15 of the January 1996 Bulletin.  
(Actual size.) 
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Alternate User Found for U.S. Patterns H86 & N173 
John Welsch (#3822) 

While looking through some perfin covers that I 
had not checked carefully, I found a couple 
discussed in this article that appear to have new 
information for the Catalog of United States Perfins 
(U.S. Perfins Catalog).   

Pattern H86 
The U.S. Perfins Catalog lists the primary 

verified user of B-rated pattern H86 (HH/&M) as 
“Hornick, Hess & Moore, Sioux City, IA.”  An 
alternate user “Hornick, Moore, Porterfield, New 
York, NY,” is listed in the Catalog’s Supplemental 
Information pages.  The perfin has been found in 
stamps issued between 1902-1917.  

The user of the cover shown in Figure 1 below is 
clearly “Hornick, More & Porterfield, Sioux City, IA.”    
Notice the differences between this user and the ones 
listed in the Catalog.  First, is the name “More,” not 
“Moore.”  Second, the “Sioux City, IA,” postmark 
matches the Catalog’s primary listing, but not the 
alternate one.  All confusing, but rather intriguing. 

With the help of some Internet research, the 
Editor was able to trace the company’s history and its 
various names.  There is no doubt that the company 

was founded by John Hornick in Sioux City, IA, after 
he relocated from Memphis, TN, in 1867.(1, 2)   

According to his obituary, Hornick became a 
partner of A.T. Wallis in the firm of Hornick & 
Wallis in Sioux City.(1) Then in 1886 the business was 
incorporated under the name of Hornick Drug 
Company.  A.J. Moore, W.R. Webb and W.W. Van 
Dyke were associated with Hornick in this endeavor. 
Later that same year (1886), the company name was 
changed to Hornick, Hess & More and then to 
Hornick, More & Porterfield prior to his death in 
1911.  Notice, at least in the obituary, the consistent 
usage of “More” in the company name, even though 
the person associated with Hornick was “A.J. Moore.” 

Searching further, references were also found that 
use “Moore” in the company name.  First, is a 
reference to A. J. Moore of Hornick, Hess & Moore, 
Sioux City, IA, in the July 1905 issue of Meyer 
Brothers Druggist.(3)   Then, the Proceedings of the 
Iowa Pharmaceutical Association 30th Annual 
Meeting held in July 1909 include a thank you for 
work done for the Association to Hornick, Moore & 
Porterfield, Sioux City, IA.(4)    

Figure 1 
Hornick, More & Porterfield, Sioux City, IA, cover with January 31, 1916, Sioux City, IA, postmark. 

Cover franked with 2-cent Washington stamp perfinned with B-rate pattern H86 that 
shows a new alternate user for H86 and an additional postmark for this user. 

(Actual size.) 
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The one thing for certain is the progression of the 
company name confirms the order of the listings of  
H86 in the Catalog and the (HH/&M) perfin.  “Hess” 
was in the name until the 1909 timeframe.  Also, it 
appears that “More” and “Moore” were both used, as 
evidenced by the references, and, more importantly, 
the verified original Catalog listing and the corner 
card on the cover shown in this article.    

So, based on all of  this, the U.S. Catalog 
Chairman will record both company names as 
alternate users in the Supplemental Information pages 
of A&C#4.  He will also include the Sioux City, IA, 
postmark for “Hornick, Moore & Porterfield.”    

Pattern N173 
The second cover shown in Figure 2 below also 

bears a Sioux City, IA, postmark.  The stamp is 
clearly perfinned with D-rated pattern N173 (NW/G) 
and it was mailed by “Iowa Telephone Company,” a 
part of the “American Telephone & Telegraph Co.” 
or the “Bell System.”   

Now looking at the listing for N173 in the 
Catalog, the verified user is “Bell Telephone 
Company, Omaha, NE.”  An additional postmark of 
Minneapolis, MN, is listed in the Supplemental 
Information.  Thus, it appears this cover provides an 

additional user and postmark for N173.   
Again, with the help of the Internet, the Editor 

found some information that seems to confirm this 
new information.  The Iowa Telephone Company 
changed its name to Northwestern Bell Telephone 
Company in 1920.(5)  Northwestern Bell became one 
of the 22 Bell Operating Companies serving the 
states of Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, North 
Dakota, and Nebraska. While incorporated in Iowa, 
its headquarters were located in Omaha, NE.  
Northwestern Bell is now part of Quest Corporation, 
formerly named U.S. West Communications, Inc. 

After reviewing this information, the U.S. 
Catalog Chairman intends to add “Iowa Telephone 
Company, Sioux City, IA,” as an alternate user for 
N173 in A&C#4.  

 

References:  
1. http://books.google.com/books?id=gsLmAAAA 

MAAJ&pg=RA6-PA72&lpg=RA6-PA72  
2. http://freepages.books.rootsweb.ancestry.com/

~cooverfamily/siouxcity/sioux_19.htm 
3. http://books.google.com/books?id=ItZXAAAA 

MAAJ&pg=PA195&lpg=PA195 
4. http://books.google.com/books?id=YxDrAAAA 

MAAJ&pg=RA2-PA68&lpg=RA2-PA68 
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qwest_Corporation 

Alternate User -  H86 & N173 (cont.) 

Figure 2 
Iowa Telephone Company, Sioux City, IA, cover with October 2, 1915, Sioux City, IA, postmark. 

Cover franked with 1-cent Washington stamp perfinned with D-rate pattern N173 that 
shows a new alternate user for N173. 

(Actual size.) 
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St. Louis Perfin Identified - Pattern B170 
Dave Smith (#1514) 

A couple of months ago I attended a local stamp 
show and only found one perfin cover, shown below 
in Figure 1, worth considering.  As I did not 
recognize the user, I bought it even though the first 
“B” in the pattern is only partially in the stamp.  

After returning home and checking my Catalog 
of United Stated Perfins (U.S. Perfins Catalog), I see 
that it is C+ rated pattern B170 (BNB).  This perfin 
has been seen in a stamp with a St. Louis, MO, 
postmark, but the user is not known.  Thus, based on 
this cover, it appears this perfin belonged to “B. 
Nugent & Bro. Dry Goods Co., St. Louis, MO.” 

A scan of the cover was sent to the U.S. Catalog 
Chairman for his information and review.  He agrees 
that the user for B170 has been found.  However, as 
we try to avoid abbreviations in the user names listed 
in the Catalog, the question became: “Is ‘Bro.’ 
singular or plural?”    

After an exchange of emails and a bit of research 
on the Internet, the Catalog Chairman found a lengthy 
discussion about company’s history and its founder, 
Byron Nugent, in Volume V of  the Centennial 
History of Missouri.(1)  Byron Nugent was born in 

Marysburgh, Prince Edward County, Ontario, in 1842 
and died in St. Louis, MO, in 1908. After college, he 
worked in several different merchandising business in 
Ontario, New York and Chicago.   

He migrated to St. Louis in 1873, purchased a 
small store, and conducted business as the single 
owner until 1878.  At that time, he admitted to 
partnership his three brothers, James G., Daniel C., 
and Charles W. Nugent.  Business was carried on 
under the name of B. Nugent & Brothers.   

Then in 1899, their interests were incorporated 
under the name of B. Nugent & Brothers Dry Goods 
Company, with Byron Nugent the president.  His 
careful direction of the business and well laid out 
plans, the integrity of his methods, and his 
unfaltering enterprise proved effective elements in 
the attainment of notable success.  

Upon Byron’s death, James Nugent became 
president and carried on his brother’s practices and 
methods.  Thanks to his hands-on style and many 
years spent on the floor in his capacity as store 
superintendent, James became a familiar figure to 
large numbers of regular customers.(2)    

Figure 1 
B. Nugent & Brothers Dry Goods Company, St. Louis, MO, cover, 

franked with Two cent Washington stamp (Scott #332) perfinned with C+ rate pattern B170. 
Provides positive identification of the user of B170. 

Note attractive early (February 4, 1909) use of perfin on cover. 
(Actual size.) 
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Various Internet sources allude to the fact that 
several members of the extended family continued to 
be active in the business after James’ death in 1918.  
It appears the store was closed in March 1933.(3) 

Therefore, based on this research, the question 
has been answered - it is “Brothers.”  The user for 
B170 is “B. Nugent & Brothers Dry Goods 

Company, St. Louis, MO,” and will be listed as such 
in A&C#4 of the Catalog. 

 

References: 
1. http://books.google.com/books?id=ZN9YAAAA 

MAAJ&pg=PA106&lpg=PA106 
2. http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?

page=gr&GRid=77029564 
3. www.preservenet.cornell.edu/…/Longstreth%

20Branch%20Store.doc  

B170 User Identified (cont.) 

Assistant Editor - The Need Continues 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

As I reported on the cover page of the November/
December 2012 Bulletin [66:133], we need one of 
our members to step forward and assume the 
position of Assistant Bulletin Editor.  As explained 
there, my responsibilities to assist and care for my 
spouse have grown significantly, particularly over 
the last year.  Therefore, it  has become increasingly 
difficult for me to find the time to devote to edit and 
publish a reasonable sized Bulletin on the current          
bi-monthly schedule.   

I do not anticipate completely giving up the 
Editor’s job at this time.  What I visualize is that the 
Assistant Editor would share the responsibilities of 
formatting, layout, and rewriting of some of the 
articles.  I would continue to be responsible for the 
remainder of the articles, final layout, and coordinating 
the  printing and mailing of the finished publication.   

In addition to reducing my load to a manageable 
level for the foreseeable future, this plan has other 

advantages important for the future health of the 
Club.  The most obvious of these is providing a 
logical succession in case I would become 
incapacitated and thus eliminate a scramble to find a 
replacement in a “panic” mode.   

The only real requirements for the Assistant 
Editor’s job are that the person have a modern 
computer, be reasonably versed in the basic word 
processing software, and have email capabilities. 
As far as specific software, familiarity with 
Microsoft Office products would be helpful.  Some 
knowledge of Photoshop Elements (or other 
similar graphics programs) would be a plus, but 
certainly not a requirement.   

If you have any interest in helping the Club in  
this important function, please contact our President, 
Jerry Hejduk, or myself so we can explore this with 
you in more detail.  Our addresses and phone 
numbers are on page 2.     

Philippines perfinned postcard realizes high price 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

Rudy Roy (#1124) recently spotted this Philippines 
postal card on eBay and forwarded the information to 
me.  His initial comment was that this was “quite a 
price for an uprated postal card.”   

The item was described by the seller as a 1918 
Philippines WW1 Censored Perfin Uprated Postal 
Card Manila Cancel to USA.   The only additional 
information provided was that the perfin is pattern 
“CBI.” After receiving 23 bids from 11 different 
bidders, the final selling price was $361.00 plus 
$1.25 shipping.   

Rudy later added that this pattern is fairly 
common, but so much not on cover.  Actually, this is 
one of the few Philippine perfin covers he has ever 
seen.  If you have any specific reasons why this 
postal card realized this high price, please forward 

them to the Editor and we will share them in a future 
Bulletin.  My contact information is on page 2.    

 

Philippines Postal Card uprated with 2-cent definitive 
stamp with CBI (Philippines Islands A2b) perfin. 

(eBay #380519366725.) 
(Reduced from actual size.) 
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Perfins Club Auction #130 
Closes February 28, 2013 

Guidelines: Lots will be sold to the highest bidder 
at the following advances over the next higher 
bidder: $2-$5 - a $0.25 advance; $5-$20 - a $0.50 
advance; $20-100 - a $1.00 advance; $101 or higher 
- a $5.00 advance. The minimum bid for any lot will 
be $2.00 and no “Unlimited” bids will be accepted.  
In case of tie bids, the earlier postmark or email date 
will prevail. All single perfins are complete and in 
good condition, unless noted otherwise. Natural 

straight edges are not considered to be defects, just 
sheet positions. In larger lots, you should expect 
some faults. All lots are returnable if misdescribed; 
this does not apply to larger lots or mixes with the 
exception of gross miscounts. All lots will be prepaid 
before shipping. Bid by Lot #. Please put your 
mailing address on your bid sheet as this makes it 
easier for me to notify you after the close of the 
auction.  Good Luck!!  

ADD – All Different Designs 
DDF – Design Different Face 
MDF - Mostly Different Face 
 

PREPER – Precancelled Perfin 
SE – Straight edge(s) 
(?h) - Number of missing pins 

Scott #s are used. The pattern numbers and ratings are from  
the 1998 Catalog of United States Perfins, including A&C#1, #2, and #3. 

Send all bids to: Joe Giampietro, 6478 State Road, G-10, Parma, OH  44134-4166  – USA 
Email: mo13jo@aol.com  

Abbreviations used:  

Lot# Country Description        Rate 
 27 US       F58   C+ 

 29 US F193 (on edge)   C+ 
 30 US F214   C+ 
 31  US G3   C+ 
 32 US G35   C+ 
 33 US G73   C+ 
 34 US G83   C+ 
 35 US G117   C+ 
 36 US H159   C+ 
 37 US H214.5   C+ 
 38 US I26.5   C+ 
 39 US I96 (stamp 

creased) 
  B 

 40 US I43.7G-5 (stamp 
nicked) 

  B+ 

 41 US I43.7H-5   B 
 42 US I43.7M-1   B 
 43 US J31   C+ 
 44 US J140   C+ 
 45 US J156   C+ 
 46 US K41   C+ 
 47 US L21A   C+ 
 48 US L142   C+ 
 49 US L188B   C+ 
 50 US M32 (partial 

punched & blind 
holes) 

  B 

 51  US       M49   C+      
 52 US M69 in Q2   D 

 28 US F104 (2h)   B 

Lot# Country Description        Rate 
  1 US A24   C+ 
  2 US A93   C+ 
  3 US A112 (1h)   B 
  4 US A221-1C (2h to 

margin) 
  B+ 

  5 US A253   B 
  6 US A254A (SE)   C+ 
  7 US B12.7 (1h)   C+ 
  8 US B110   C+ 
  9 US B153A   C+ 
 10 US B227   C+ 
 11 US B249.5 (1h to 

margin) 
  B 

 12 US C42   C+ 
 13 US C47   B 
 14 US C48   B 
 15 US C96   C+ 
 16 US C97 (2h to 

margin) 
  B 

 17 US C99 (2h - stamp 
damaged) 

  B 

 18 US C133   C+ 
 19 US C178   C+ 
 20 US C322   C+ 
 21 US C401 (on edge)   C+ 
 22 US D143   C+ 
 23 US F25.5   C+ 
 24 US E36.5   B+ 
 25 US F20.2   A 
 26 US F32.5   B+ 

Lot# Country Description        Rate 
 53  US M121   C+ 
 54 US M234   C+ 
 55 US M248   C+ 
 56  US       M250   C+ 
 57 US M289.5 (SE - 4h)   B 
 58 US N52   C+ 
 59 US N89I   B 
 60 US N90.5C   B 
 61 US       N95   B 
 62 US N104.1 (corner 

nicked) 
  C+ 

 63 US N186   C+ 
 64 US P119A   A 
 65 US P71   C+ 
 66 US       P186 (on edge)   B 
 67 US P194   C+ 
 68 US P203.5IP   (A) 
 69 US R16   C+ 
 70 US R32 (1h)   B 
 71  ---     Withdrawn  --- 
 72 US R71   B+ 
 73 US R99 (SE)   C+ 
 74 US R142   C+ 
 75 US R167A   A 
 76 US       S82   C+ 
 77 US S161   B+ 
 78 US S179   C+ 
 79 US S204 (5h)   B 
 80 US S205A (thin - 

pulled perf)   A 
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Perfins Club Auction #129 (cont.) 

 108 Austria Mix - 37 
 109 France Mix - 76 
 110 Germany Mix - 67 
 111 Hungary Mix - 24 (13 are 3-

hole and 11 are not 3-hole)  
 112 Worldwide Mix - 32 

 94 US A34, A116.5, A117 
 95 US B260A, B289, C4 
 96 US C6, C100, C138 
 97 US C391, E39 F144 
 98 US G164, G203, H150  
 99 US H24, H31, H59 
100 US H185, H228, I74 
101 US I104, J182, K54 

Lot# Country Description               e  

  ! Lots 94 - 107 are all C rated - 
three perfins per lot ! 

 81  US       T20   C+ 
 82  US T46   C+ 
 83  US T63   A 
 84 US T112.5   A 
 85 US U12   A 
 86 US U13   C+ 
 87 US W32 (scrape - 

heavy cancel) 
  B+ 

 88 US W72.24   B+ 
 89 US W81   C+ 
 90 US W132   B 
 91 US       W168.5   A 

Lot# Country Description        Rate 

Solving Red-Orange Color Changing 
Steve Endicott (LM#2284) 

Red-orange colored stamps sometimes turn 
brown over the years. This is frequently stated to be 
caused by oxidation and possibly by exposure to 
environmental elements. More precisely the 
chemical process is sulphurization. The red-orange 
pigment has reacted with sulphur in the air causing 
the top layer of pigment to turn brown.  We see this 
most frequently with the 4th Bureau 6-cent President 
Garfield stamps (Scott #558 and #638), but also with 
the 6-cent Washington head stamps (Scott #336, 
#429, #468, and #506).  

A solution of hydrogen peroxide will remove 
some or most of the oxidation. A 3% hydrogen 
peroxide solution can be obtained at most drug 
stores. Get the smallest size available; I have been 
told that the shelf life of hydrogen peroxide is less 
than one year. The smallest size I was able to 
purchase was 16 fluid ounces for $1.19.  

Put some of the liquid into a watermark tray and 
place the stamps in the solution. After a short while, 
I use a cotton Q-tip to gently rub the solution over 
the face of the stamp. When you are satisfied with 
the results, be certain to rinse the stamps very well in 
water before returning them to your collection. 

Throw the used solution away. The hydrogen 
peroxide mixture quickly changes its chemical 
composition when exposed to air. After a few 
minutes, all that is left is water. 

Two examples of this procedure are illustrated in 
this article.  The first (Figure 1) is a perfinned 
precancel that has moderate sulphurization on the top 
third of the stamp. This is perfin A138  (AH/C) with 
a New Britain, CT, precancel (PSS Type 257).  I put 
the stamp into the hydrogen peroxide solution for 

one minute and then slightly rubbed the very top 
portion with a Q-tip to encourage more removal.  

The second stamp (Figure 2) is also a perfinned 
precancel, but this one is extensively "oxidized" - the 
stamp has turned brown. This is perfin P182 (PP/Co) 
with a Reading, PA, precancel (PSS Type 225). I left 
this stamp in the solution for five minutes. The result 
is a significant improvement, although not as good as 
I had desired. 

If you try this process, please first experiment 
with a few inexpensive stamps. Also, you can 
purchase more concentrated hydrogen peroxide from 
internet searches, but it is significantly more 
expensive. I was content with the results of the 
ordinary 3% solution from the local pharmacy. 

Figure 1 
Results of treating red-orange stamp with moderate 

oxidation - before on right; after in middle. 
(Actual size - perfin rotated for clarity.) 

Figure 2 
Results of treating red-orange stamp with severe 

oxidation - before on right; after in middle. 
(Actual size.) 

Lot# Country Description        Rate 
 92 US Des. 18 (SE)   C+ 
 93 US Des. 21 (SE)   C+ 

102 US L190, M140, M145 
103 US N88, N100, N187 
104 US P105, P119.5, Q1 
105 US T115, U24, U25 
106 US U32, V1, V30 
107 US W83, W129, W203-3 
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INVESTIGATE 
PRECANCELS! 

 

Thousands of possibilities at 
minimal cost! 

 

Local and National meetings held 
throughout the year 

 

Monthly magazine 
 

Send $1.00 
(includes postage) 
for sample copy to 

 

Promotional Secretary  
Precancel Stamp Society 

P.O. Box 490450 
Leesburg, FL 34749-0450 

psspromosec@comcast.net 

Member Want Ads 

Want ads are published for members on a space-available 
basis. Members are entitled to one free ad per year. 
Additional ads will be accepted at the following rates: one 
insertion - 10 cents per word; three consecutive insertions of 
the same ad - 20 cents per word; six insertions of the same ad - 
40 cents per word. Neither the Perfins Club nor the Editor 
accepts responsibility for the validity of the advertisements. 
Payment for the ads, payable to “The Perfins Club, ” should be 
sent to the Editor with the request for insertion. Payment may 
also be made via PayPal to:  perfin@charter.net with prior 
notification to the Editor and Treasurer. In the identification 
line, please indicate this is payment for a member want ad. 

 

Wanted:  The following New Mexico items on 
full cover with full corner card and cancel 
showing New Mexico tie-in.   Patterns C242.5, 
F70, N113AB-0, S121, S123, S141, S215, S215A, 
S216, and T34.  Also need pattern C242.5 as a 
single stamp.  All replies answered.  Contact: 
Send list and pricing to Bob Combs, P.O. Box 220, 
Tome, NM 87060-0220, USA; email: 
stampmgr@hubwest.com. NO phone calls please. 

Wanted:  I am presently engaged in a major 
study of the perfins of the British Stationery 
Office - G. B. New Illustrated Catalogue numbers 
H5200.01aM, H5200.01M, H5200.02 all HM/
SO; and S5630.01M, S Crown O. I am interested 
in purchasing - or trading - material with these 
patterns on stamps, pieces, cards, covers or 
wrappers.  I anticipate the end result will be a 
major article in the G. B. Perfin Society Bulletin 
as well as a four to six frame National Level 
exhibit. In order to achieve this, I do need 
additional material. Contact:  Michael Millar, 
FRPSC, 292 Shanty Bay Road, BARRIE, 
Ontario, Canada L4M 1E6;  phone 705-726-5019; 
email mmillar@apexia.ca.  

For Sale:  Due to poor health, Ralph Smith, LM#87, 
has found it necessary to dispose of his perfin 
collection which features a U.S. Collection of 3300+ 
stamps mounted “back up” in a 1998 U.S. catalog/
album. In addition, there are significant numbers of 
stamps from 22 other countries found on printed 
catalog/album pages.  The entire holding will be 
available for inspection and purchase at the Florida 
Perfins Xchange table during the Florida Precancel 
Club’s Winter Meet in Tampa, FL, February 6-9, 
2013. Contact: More specific information about the 
country collections may be obtained from Jerry 
Hejduk, P.O. Box 490450, Leesburg, FL 34749-0450, 
USA; email: flprepers@comcast.net.   

The Florida Precancel Club 
Presents the Southeast’s Largest 

Precancel Bourse and  
Perfins Xchange 

February 6 thru 9, 2013 

 
Holiday Inn Express & Suites 

4750 North Dale Mabry Highway 
Tampa FL 33614-6509 

For hotel reservations call (813) 877-6061 and 
Request “Florida Precancel” rate of $89.99. 

 

Additional meeting information from 
Jerry Hejduk at (352) 326-2117 or write/email 

PO Box 490450, Leesburg FL 34749-0450 
flprepers@comcast.net  
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Secretary’s Report 
Ken Rehfeld (#3394) 

Membership    471  

New Members: 
#4024 Andrew Held 
15080 NE North Valley Road 
Newberg, OR 97132-6524 
cyborg@agora.rdrop.com 
Beginner, all, broken pins 
Bear stamp family, online 
 

#4025 Leon LaChance 
41 River's End Drive 
Seaford, DE 19973-8006 
lachancel@comcast.net 
Beginner U.S.  
APS newsletter 
 

#4026 Alistair Duncan 
4805 Meadfield Road 
West Vancouver, BC 
CANADA V7W 3E6 
alistair.duncan@shaw.ca 
Beginner, US. Railways, all Canada 
Bob Szymanski 
 

#4027 Ralph Poore 
2210 Del Ray Court 
Arlington, TX 76013-5241 
poorer@acm.org 
Beginner, U.S. & BNA 
Family, Internet 
 

Welcome Back: 
#2574 Joseph Coulbourne 
1532 Lakeview Parkway 
Locust Grove, VA 22508-5318 
josephc427@aol.com 
Intermediate, W/W & G.B. 
 

Email Correction to Nov/Dec 2012 Bulletin: 

#4020 Stephen Banks:  oseaman@aol.com 

Closed Albums: 
#2509 John A. Cummings 
LM#127 Michael B. Dicketts  
#3006 Stanley J. Gasior 
#2384 Rev. Gary H. Jones 
#3872 William H. White 
#3821 Stephen A. Wittig 
 

Resigned: 
#3893 Robert Alheim 
#3912 Norman Fizette 
#3833 Ian Greig 
#3704 Charles Karnolt 
#1847 Bradley Nuremberg 
#3533 Preston 
 

Dropped for non payment of dues: 
#3793 Dean Carl 
#3933 Bruce Carpenter 
#3670 Kenneth Chotiner 
#3964 Leonard Ettinger 
#3524 Geraldine Faber 
#3957 Donald Gradeless 
#3729 Karl Kerzel 
#3989 Fred Kramer 
#3498 Ronald Lesher 
#3769 Robert Loesch 
#1822 Lohman 
#3963 Nina McCloskey 
#3970 Mary Spraggins 
#3508 Rollo Sternaman 
#3968 Victor Tine 
#3702 James Uline 
#3739 Douglas Walker 
#3972 J. Marshall White 
#3986 Walter White IV 
#3966 William Yoh 

Cuban Perfins Website 
Ken Masters (#3589) 

Robert Littrell (#3992) recently notified the 
Editor that he has been working diligently to create 
the following website that completely deals with the 
perfins of Cuba: http://www.cubafil.org/
MemberPages/RRoy/Perfins.html. 

In addition to depicting all known Cuban perfins 
and examples of covers, it has a complete 
bibliography, links, a section on the history of 
perfins and orientation of a perfin punch. Robert 
indicates that he cannot find a website that has a 

better exposition of its subject matter. As such, it 
could be a very helpful resource for Club members 
who have minimal Internet skills and great 
collections to exhibit. 

Robert has also offered to assist any member who 
is serious about trying to develop some web pages to 
help them get started with HTML.  He may be 
contacted at: 8150 Chipita Park Road, Cascade, CO 
80809-1105, USA; email robert.littrell@comcast.net.  
Thanks, Robert, for sharing your expertise.   
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Prices Realized Perfins Club Auction #128 - October 31, 2012 
    Lot     Price     Lot    Price     Lot    Price    Lot     Price     Lot     Price    Lot      Price 

21    4.25 
22    4.00 
23    NB 
24    7.25 
25    7.25 
26    NB 
27    7.25 
28    8.25  
29    NB 
30    5.50 
31    7.25 
32    NB 
33  12.75 
34    4.25 
35    NB 
36    7.25 
37    7.25 
38    4.25 
39    NB 

40    4.25 
41    NB 
42    5.50 
43    7.25 
44    4.00 
45    NB 
46    7.25 
47    7.25 
48    4.25 
49    NB 
50    NB 
51  29.00 
52    NB 
53    7.25 
54    5.50 
55    NB 
56    4.00 
57    NB 
58    NB 

59    7.25 
60    NB 
61    7.25 
62    4.25 
63    NB 
64    4.00 
65    7.25 
66    NB 
67    7.25 
68    5.50 
69    NB 
70    4.00 
71  25.00 
72    5.50 
73    NB 
74    7.75 
75    4.00 
76    4.00 
77    NB 

78    4.00 
79    WD 
80    4.00 
81    NB 
82    NB 
83    NB 
84    NB 
85    NB 
86    4.00 
87  15.00 
88    NB 
89    9.25 
90    4.00 
91    7.25 
92    4.25 
93    4.00 
94    NB 
95    6.50 
96    NB 

97    7.50 
98    NB 
99    4.25 
100    4.25 
101    NB 
102  57.00 
103    6.25 
104    9.50 
105    9.50 
106  10.00 
107    9.90 
108    9.50 
109  10.00 
110    9.50 
111    9.50 
112  12.00 
113    9.50 
114    9.50 
115  12.00 

 

1  15.00 
2    6.00 
3  41.00 
4    4.00 
5  13.50 
6    7.25 
7    NB 
8  14.50 
9  43.00 

10    7.25 
11    4.25 
12    7.25 
13    NB 
14  26.00 
15    4.25 
16    4.00 
17  12.75 
18    NB 
19    9.25 
20    9.75 

! ! 2013 Convention - August 20-24 - Chattanooga, TN ! ! 
Chattanooga Choo Choo Hotel 

! ! ! Start Making Plans Now to Attend ! ! ! 


